ISP –ISP
INDIvIDUAL
– INDIvIDUAL
SERvICE
SERvICE
PLAN
PLAN
The ISP
The
(Individual
ISP (Individual
ServiceService
Plan) isPlan)
a plan
is athat
plan
is that
created
is created
by a team,
by a which
team, which
includes,
includes,
but is not
but limited
is not limited
to:
to:
the age-appropriate
the age-appropriate
child, the
child,
child’s
the child’s
parents,parents,
the child’s
the child’s
caseworker,
caseworker,
and theand
foster
the parents
foster parents
(when (when
child ischild
in is in
out-of-home
out-of-home
care). care).
SchoolSchool
teachers,
teachers,
therapists
therapists
and other
andproviders
other providers
of services
of services
to children
to children
and their
andfamilies
their families
are alsoareimportant
also important
to the decision
to the decision
makingmaking
processprocess
and should
and should
be invited
be invited
to the ISP
to the
meeting.
ISP meeting.
It is tailored
It is tailored
to
to
the circumstances
the circumstances
and needs
and of
needs
the of
particular
the particular
child. child.
It also Ittakes
alsointo
takesconsideration
into consideration
the needs
the of
needs
our of
foster
our foster
parent parent
partners.
partners.
Actually
Actually
it is a plan
it is afor
plan
thefor
delivery
the delivery
of services
of services
to children
to children
and families
and families
served served
by DHR
by as
DHR as
well aswell
delivery
as delivery
of services
of services
to foster
to parents
foster parents
who are
who
providing
are providing
care forcare
children.
for children.
. The ISP
. The
is aISP
process-driven
is a process-driven
document
document
that undergoes
that undergoes
changes
changes
as the needs
as the of
needs
the child
of thechange.
child change.
The social
The worker
social worker
will discuss
will discuss
this plan
this plan
with the
with
foster
the parents.
foster parents.
The goal
Theisgoal
for all
is for
decisions
all decisions
to be made
to be in
made
the ISP
in the
process.
ISP process.
If Foster
If Foster
parentsparents
need need
trainingtraining
on the on
ISPthe
process
ISP process
they can
they
request
can request
it of their
it oflocal
theirDHR
localor
DHR
licensing
or licensing
agency.agency.

FAQ ABOUT
FAQ ABOUT
ISP’SISP’S

1. Is it1.appropriate
Is it appropriate
to remove
to remove
foster parents
foster parents
from the
from
ISPthe
planning
ISP planning
process?
process?
ISP policy,
ISP policy,
page 3,page
states
3, that
states that
“The right
“Theofright
classofmembers,
class members,
parentsparents
and foster
and parents
foster parents
to participate
to participate
in treatment
in treatment
planning
planning
and delivery
and delivery
may bemay
restricted
be restricted
only according
only according
to a specified
to a specified
administrative
administrative
process.”
process.”
This process
This process
has nothas
yetnot
been
yet been
developed.
developed.
However,
However,
in situations
in situations
where safety
where is
safety
an issue
is anorissue
where
or an
where
individual
an individual
is impeding
is impeding
the planning
the planning
process,
process,
not justnot
differing
just differing
with the
with
plan,
theor
plan,
is placing
or is placing
others others
at risk,atit risk,
would
it would
seem toseem
be appropriate
to be appropriate
to ask to ask
that individual
that individual
to leave.
to leave.
This might
This be
might
the be
foster
the parent,
foster parent,
the parent,
the parent,
a child,a the
child,
attorney
the attorney
or others.
or others.
But But
generally
generally
speaking,
speaking,
it is inappropriate
it is inappropriate
to ask the
to ask
foster
the parent
foster parent
to leavetoduring
leave during
the ISPthe
meeting.
ISP meeting.
2. Who2.isWho
required
is required
to participate
to participate
in the ISP
in the
and
ISP
what
anddo
what
these
doparticipants
these participants
do? Page
do?13
Page
of ISP
13 policy
of ISP states,
policy states,
“The child
“Theand
child
family
and family
planning
planning
team, also
team,
known
also known
as the ISP
as the
team,
ISPworks
team, in
works
partnership
in partnership
to develop,
to develop,
reviewreview
and revise
and ISP’s.
revise The
ISP’s.
team
Theisteam
responsible
is responsible
for identifying
for identifying
strengths
strengths
and needs;
and needs;
establishing
establishing
goals; goals;
matching
matching
steps and
steps
services
and services
to needs;
to needs;
monitoring
monitoring
serviceservice
delivery;
delivery;
and evaluating
and evaluating
the ISP’s
theeffectiveness”.
ISP’s effectiveness”.
“Team“Team
composition
composition
shall include,
shall include,
at a minimum,
at a minimum,
the age-appropriate
the age-appropriate
child(ren),
child(ren),
the parent(s),
the parent(s),
the DHR
the DHR
worker,worker,
the foster
the care
fosterprovider
care provider
(for children
(for children
in out-of-home
in out-of-home
care), and
care),
other
andindividuals
other individuals
requested
requested
by the by the
child(ren)
child(ren)
or family.
or family.
It mayItalso
mayinclude
also include
relatives,
relatives,
other past
otherorpast
present
or present
caregivers,
caregivers,
serviceservice
providers,
providers,
teachers
teachers
and other
andDHR
otherprogram
DHR program
staff involved
staff involved
with thewith
family.
the family.
Teachers,
Teachers,
in particular,
in particular,
shouldshould
be involved
be involved
or should
or should
provideprovide
input when
inputthe
when
child
theischild
having
is having
problems
problems
relatedrelated
to school
to school
work, behavior
work, behavior
in school,
in school,
etc. etc.
3. What
3. ifWhat
the ISP
if the
that
ISP
I receive
that I receive
is different
is different
from what
fromwas
what
discussed
was discussed
in the meeting?
in the meeting?
Pages Pages
17 – 1817of–ISP
18 of ISP
policy,policy,
states that
statesit that
is a it
team
is amember’s
team member’s
responsibility
responsibility
“to review
“to review
the ISPthe
upon
ISPreceipt
upon receipt
and bring
and to
bring
the to the
DHR worker’s
DHR worker’s
attention
attention
any discrepancy
any discrepancy
they may
theynote
mayornote
confusion
or confusion
they may
theyhave
mayregarding
have regarding
the written
the written
plan.” plan.”
This may
This
happen
may happen
after aafter
supervisory
a supervisory
reviewreview
of a case
of awhere
case the
where
supervisor
the supervisor
did notdid
attend
not attend
but finds
but finds
that pertinent
that pertinent
information
information
is missing.
is missing.
This may
Thissimply
may simply
requirerequire
clarification
clarification
throughthrough
a telephone
a telephone
call with
call with
a member
a member
or a letter
or atoletter
a member
to a member
or mayorrequire
may require
that allthat
team
allmembers
team members
meet tomeet
resolve
to resolve
the issue.
the issue.
4. What
4. ifWhat
I amifnot
I am
happy
not happy
with the
with
result
the of
result
the ISP
of the
meeting?
ISP meeting?
Page 17
Page
of the
17ISP
of the
policy
ISP addresses
policy addresses
the problem
the problem
of members
of members
not being
not able
beingtoable
reach
to consensus.
reach consensus.
If you are
If you
theare
only
theteam
onlymember
team member
who does
whonot
does
agree
not with
agree with
the plan,
theitplan,
may it
mean
maythat
mean
you
that
need
youtoneed
consider
to consider
if the outcome
if the outcome
that you
that
desire
you for
desire
thefor
family
the family
and child(ren)
and child(ren)
is different
is different
from the
from
outcomes
the outcomes
established
established
by the team.
by the team.
Certainly
Certainly
the focus
theoffocus
any of
plan
anyfor
plan
thefor
child
theshould
child should
consider
consider
the child(ren)’s
the child(ren)’s
“best interest”.
“best interest”.
You may
You
want
maytowant
address
to address
your concerns
your concerns
with other
withteam
othermembers
team members
or withorthe
with
DHR
thesocial
DHR social
worker.worker.
It is important
It is important
that thethat
information
the information
that is that
shared
is shared
in the meeting
in the meeting
be keptbe kept
confidential.
confidential.
It would
It be
would
inappropriate
be inappropriate
to go outside
to go outside
the meeting
the meeting
to discuss
to discuss
your concerns,
your concerns,
except except
as defined
as defined
in the Conflict
in the Conflict
Resolution.
Resolution.
5. How5.should
How should
I be notified
I be notified
of the of
ISP
themeeting?
ISP meeting?
Page 16
Page
of ISP
16 of
Policy
ISP Policy
states that
states“written
that “written
notification
notification
is required
is required
for parents,
for parents,
foster parents,
foster parents,
preadoptive
preadoptive
parentsparents
and relative
and relative
caregivers.
caregivers.
The remaining
The remaining
team team
members
members
may receive
may receive
either verbal
either verbal
or written
or written
notification.”
notification.”
6. Who6.should
Who should
notify me?
notifyPage
me?16
Page
of ISP
16 Policy
of ISP Policy
states that
states
“The
thatinitial
“The meeting
initial meeting
of the child
of theand
child
family
and family
plan- planning team
ningwill
team
bewill
arranged
be arranged
by the by
DHR
theworker
DHR worker
in partnership
in partnership
with the
with
child(ren)
the child(ren)
and family.
and family.
Subsequent
Subsequent
team meetings
team meetings
are normally
are normally
convened
convened
by the worker,
by the worker,
but maybut
bemay
convened
be convened
by any by
team
anymember
team member
with proper
with proper
notification
notification
to the remaining
to the remaining
team members.”
team members.”
As a foster
As aparent,
foster parent,
you should
you should
receivereceive
writtenwritten
notification
notification
from from
the agency.
the agency.
The worker,
The worker,
supervisor
supervisor
or another
or another
personperson
with DHR
withmay
DHR
mail
maythis
mail
notice
this notice
to you.toInyou.
emergency
In emergency
situations
situations
where where
there isthere
no time
is nototime
sendtoout
send
a letter,
out a the
letter,
worker,
the worker,
supervisor
supervisor
or another
or another
DHR person
DHR person
might might
26
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provideprovide
notice notice
t you by
telephone.
ExceptExcept
in emergency
situations,
however,
“sufficient
advance
notice notice
t you
by telephone.
in emergency
situations,
however,
“sufficient
advance
of the date,
location
of eachofISP
meeting
shall beshall
provided
to all team
to allow
of thetime
date,and
time
and location
each
ISP meeting
be provided
to allmembers
team members
to them
allowtothem to
prepareprepare
for andfor
participate
in the meetings.”
and participate
in the meetings.”
7. Who7.can
convene
an ISPan
meeting?
Again,Again,
page 16
of ISP
Policy,
as indicated
above,above,
states that
thethat
DHR
Who
can convene
ISP meeting?
page
16 of
ISP Policy,
as indicated
states
the DHR
workerworker
will arrange
the initial
“Subsequent
team meetings
are normally
convened
by the worker,
will arrange
the meeting…
initial meeting…
“Subsequent
team meetings
are normally
convened
by the worker,
but may
convened
by anyby
team
with proper
notification
to the remaining
team members.
butbemay
be convened
anymember
team member
with proper
notification
to the remaining
team members.
8. Where
and when
ISP meetings
be held?
“Meetings
will bewill
conducted
at any at
mutually
agreeable
8. Where
and should
when should
ISP meetings
be held?
“Meetings
be conducted
any mutually
agreeable
and accessible
location
that maximizes
the family’s
opportunity
for participation.”
And certainly,
the the
and accessible
location
that maximizes
the family’s
opportunity
for participation.”
And certainly,
time should
be at abe
time
to ensure
full participation.
Meetings
can becan
heldbeafter
onand on
time should
at aconvenient
time convenient
to ensure
full participation.
Meetings
heldhours
after and
hours
weekends.
weekends.
9. What
shouldshould
I as a foster
bring to
the meeting?
This is This
a part
the planning
processprocess
9. information
What information
I as a parent
foster parent
bring
to the meeting?
is of
a part
of the planning
for the for
ISPthe
meeting
that is to
beishandled
by the DHR
The worker
shouldshould
provideprovide
to you in
pre-ISP
ISP meeting
that
to be handled
by theworker.
DHR worker.
The worker
to ayou
in a pre-ISP
contactcontact
just what
you would
be expected
to provide
duringduring
the initial
meeting.
For future
justinformation
what information
you would
be expected
to provide
the ISP
initial
ISP meeting.
For future
meetings,
you should
know the
expectations
of you through
the ISPthe
document.
Further,
if you have
meetings,
you should
know
the expectations
of you through
ISP document.
Further,
if youinformahave information that
is that
unknown
to the DHR
relatedrelated
to educational
needs, needs,
behavioral
issues,issues,
etc. you
should
tion
is unknown
to theworker
DHR worker
to educational
behavioral
etc.
you should
be prepared
to discuss
this. Examples
of appropriate
information
to share:
needs of
the children;
how thehow the
be prepared
to discuss
this. Examples
of appropriate
information
to share:
needs
of the children;
child ischild
doing;
what extra
are being
in providing
care forcare
the for
child,
is doing;
whatexpenses
extra expenses
areincurred
being incurred
in providing
the what
child,extracurricular
what extracurricular
activities
the child
involved
in; child
school school
status, status,
etc. etc.
activities
theischild
is involved
in;behaviors;
child behaviors;
10.What
is my role
asrole
a foster
in the ISP?
to role
the ISP
is as
a member
of the team
develops
10.What
is my
as a parent
foster parent
in theYour
ISP?role
Your
to the
ISP
is as a member
of thewho
team
who develops
the plan
thefor
child
family.
Your knowledge
of the child,
the on
factthe
that
you
provide
care for
thefor
plan
theand
child
and family.
Your knowledge
of the based
child, on
based
fact
that
you provide
care for
the child
hours
dayper
seven
week,
critical
to the planning
process.
Information
relatedrelated
to
the24
child
24 per
hours
day days
sevenper
days
per is
week,
is critical
to the planning
process.
Information
to
the child
educational
issues,issues,
physical/emotional
health,health,
and relationship
with hiswith
family,
the child’s
thesuch
childassuch
as educational
physical/emotional
and relationship
his family,
the child’s
concerns,
and theand
child’s
feelingsfeelings
are important
to the development
of a plan
addresses
the needs
the of the
concerns,
the child’s
are important
to the development
of athat
plan
that addresses
the of
needs
child. child.
You should
strongly
advocate
for anyfor
services
neededneeded
by the child
hisand
family
that arethat
necessary
You should
strongly
advocate
any services
by theand
child
his family
are necessary
to meettothe
identified
needs for
thefor
child
their
You should
work towork
ensure
that these
meet
the identified
needs
theand
child
andfamily.
their family.
You should
to ensure
thatneeds
these and
needs and
the services
are clearly
listed in
the ISP
along
sourcessources
to be sure
costs
the services
are clearly
listed
in the
ISP with
alongfunding
with funding
to bethat
surethethat
theassociated
costs associated
with the
service
will bewill
covered.
You should
also advocate
for anyfor
services
that you
might
helptoyou
with
the service
be covered.
You should
also advocate
any services
that
you need
mighttoneed
help you
provideprovide
the bestthe
care
thefor
child
yourinhome.
These services
shouldshould
also bealso
listed
the ISP
along
bestforcare
theinchild
your home.
These services
bein
listed
in the
ISP with
along with
the funding
source.source.
the funding
11.What
11.What
if I amifcalled
I am called
into aninto
ISPan
and
ISP
it turns
and it into
turns
something
into something
else? As
else?
a team
As amember,
team member,
you must
youcall
must
this
call this
to the attention
of the person
facilitating
the ISP.the
AnISP.
ISPAn
meeting
is a time
planning
for thefor
child(ren)
to the attention
of the person
facilitating
ISP meeting
is afor
time
for planning
the child(ren)
and family.
and family.
12.What
is required
of a DHR
in planning
for an for
ISP?
for thefor
case
reviewreview
all
12.What
is required
of a worker
DHR worker
in planning
an The
ISP?worker
The worker
theshould
case should
all
information
that is available
in the case
file
including
existingexisting
documentation,
any psychological
evaluations
information
that is available
in the
case
file including
documentation,
any psychological
evaluations
on family
members,
documentation/progress
notes from
such assuch
schools,
therapists,
in-home
on family
members,
documentation/progress
notesother
fromproviders
other providers
as schools,
therapists,
in-home
services,
court orders,
educational
information,
etc. The
shouldshould
plan toplan
get any
information
that that
services,
court orders,
educational
information,
etc.worker
The worker
to get
any information
is missing
from the
filethe
andfile
should
initiateinitiate
a thorough
assessment
of the case
the 30-day
reviewreview
is missing
from
and should
a thorough
assessment
of theprior
casetoprior
to the 30-day
of the ISP.
of theThe
ISP.worker
The worker
shouldshould
also listalso
anylist
questions
any questions
left unanswered
left unanswered
and should
and should
begin abegin
list ofa strengths/
list of strengths/
needs based
the on
information
that exists.
The worker
then should
make contact
with the
family
and child
needs on
based
the information
that exists.
The worker
then should
make contact
with
the family
and child
to discuss
to discuss
the meeting
the meeting
and expectations
and expectations
of the meeting
of the meeting
engaging
engaging
family family
members
members
aroundaround
issues that
issues
must
thatbemust be
addressed.
The worker
shouldshould
also work
them
identify
and prioritize
needs and
underlying
conditions
addressed.
The worker
alsowith
work
withtothem
to identify
and prioritize
needs
and underlying
conditions
and should
and should
work with
workthem
withon
them
establishing
on establishing
goals. goals.
The worker
The worker
shouldshould
also contact
also contact
other team
othermembers
team members
to
to
discussdiscuss
the meeting
and expectations
and discuss
roles and
responsibilities.
The worker
shouldshould
send notices
the meeting
and expectations
and discuss
roles
and responsibilities.
The worker
send notices
as appropriate.
as appropriate.
The worker
The worker
shouldshould
bring to
bring
the ISP
to the
planning
ISP planning
table knowledge
table knowledge
from the
from
review
the review
of records
of records
and contact
with the
family,
child, and
other
that arethat
pertinent
to the ISP
meeting
to facilitate
the the
and contact
with
the family,
child,
andparties
other parties
are pertinent
to the
ISP meeting
to facilitate
planning
planning
process.
process.
13.Can13.Can
the foster
the parent
foster parent
liaisonliaison
sit in an
sit ISP
in an
with
ISPme
with
to help
me tome
help
express
me express
my concerns?
my concerns?
If it is If
explained
it is explained
to the parents
about the
rolethe
and
purpose
of the liaison’s
involvement,
and theand
parents
have nohave
objection
to
to the parents
about
role
and purpose
of the liaison’s
involvement,
the parents
no objection
to
the participation
the participation
of another
of another
foster parent,
foster parent,
then the
then
liaison
the liaison
or other
orfoster
other parent
foster parent
participation
participation
is permitted.
is permitted.
In someInsituations,
some situations,
the foster
the parent
foster parent
to the child
to thehas
child
opted
has not
opted
to sit
notintoon
sitan
in ISP
on an
forISP
safety
for reasons
safety reasons
for thefor the
foster parents,
and another
foster parent
has been
to sit intoplace
the foster
with permisfoster parents,
and another
foster parent
hasallowed
been allowed
sit inof
place
of the parent
foster parent
with permission from
sionSDHR.
from SDHR.
The local
TheDHR
localagency
DHR agency
should,should,
in mostinsituations,
most situations,
be ablebetoable
convince
to convince
the parent
the parent
that thethat the
liaisonliaison
is thereissolely
provide
assistance.
there to
solely
to provide
assistance.
14.What
are theare
timelines
for ISP’s?
14.What
the timelines
for ISP’s?
□ The□initial
The initial
ISP should
ISP should
be completed
be completed
within within
30 days30after
daysitafter
is decided
it is decided
that a case
that aiscase
opened
is opened
for service
for service
(protective
services).
(protective
services).
27
27
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□ An ISP
□ An
should
ISP be
should
heldbe
prior
heldtoprior
the removal
to the removal
of a child
of afrom
child
hisfrom
home,
his but
home,
no less
but no
than
less
72than
hours
72after
hours after
removal.removal.
□ The ISP
□ The
should
ISP be
should
reviewed
be reviewed
within 30
within
days30
from
days
thefrom
datethe
of the
dateinitial
of theISP.
initial ISP.
□ An ISP
□ An
should
ISP be
should
held be
as held
necessary
as necessary
based on
based
family
on situational
family situational
changes,
changes,
but at least
but at
every
leastsix
every
months
six months
from thefrom
initial
theISP.
initial ISP.
□ An ISP
□ An
should
ISP be
should
written
be written
up and distributed
up and distributed
within 10
within
working
10 working
days after
days
theafter
ISP the
meeting.
ISP meeting.
15.Who15.Who
is in charge
is in charge
of the ISP
of the
meeting?
ISP meeting?
The ISPThe
meeting
ISP meeting
is a DHR
is afunction,
DHR function,
but the but
meeting
the meeting
is a team
is a team
planning
planning
meeting.meeting.
Typically
Typically
the leader
theof
leader
the ISP
of the
willISP
be the
willDHR
be the
worker;
DHR worker;
however,
however,
there is there
nothing
is nothing
wrong wrong
with other
withteam
other
members
team members
serving serving
in somein
ofsome
the roles
of the
at roles
the meeting.
at the meeting.
There are
There
three
are
separate
three separate
roles related
roles related
to the meeting
to the meeting
itself and
itself
some
andISP’s
somewill
ISP’s
have
will
team
havemembers
team members
filling each
filling
of each
the roles
of thewhile
rolesinwhile
otherinISP’s
other ISP’s
a team amember
team member
may fillmay
morefillthan
more
one
than
role.
oneThe
role.
roles
Theare
roles
facilitator,
are facilitator,
worker worker
and recorder.
and recorder.
Facilitators
Facilitators
have three
havemajor
three responsibilities
major responsibilities
which include
which include
buildingbuilding
the team,
thedirecting
team, directing
the process
the process
and facilitating
and facilitating
differences.
differences.
The DHR
Thesupervisor
DHR supervisor
may also
may
participate
also participate
in the ISP
in the
in filling
ISP inone
filling
of the
oneroles
of thedepending
roles depending
on
on
the experience
the experience
level of level
the DHR
of theworker.
DHR worker.
16.What16.What
if the ISP
if the
meeting
ISP meeting
is canceled?
is canceled?
The ISPThe
should
ISP only
should
be only
canceled
be canceled
if the family
if theisfamily
unable
is to
unable
maketothe
make the
meeting.meeting.
The Department
The Department
has certain
has certain
time limits
timefor
limits
ISP’sforand
ISP’s
timeliness
and timeliness
of ISP’sofis ISP’s
monitored
is monitored
throughthrough
QA
QA
reports reports
and conversion
and conversion
status reports.
status reports.
The worker
The worker
should never
shouldcancel
neverthe
cancel
meeting
the meeting
becausebecause
the worker
the worker
does does
not havenot
time
have
fortime
the meeting.
for the meeting.
17.What17.What
are segmented
are segmented
ISP’s? ISP’s?
Pages 16
Pages
– 1716of –ISP
17 policy
of ISP defines
policy defines
segmenting
segmenting
as “bringing
as “bringing
some ofsome
the of the
team members
team members
togethertogether
for a meeting,
for a meeting,
rather than
rather
assembling
than assembling
the entire
thetime.”
entire time.”
This is not
Thispreferred
is not preferred
but
but
may be may
necessary,
be necessary,
such assuch
whenasa when
case involves
a case involves
several several
childrenchildren
in different
in different
types oftypes
placement
of placement
where all
where all
team members
team members
may notmay
be necessary
not be necessary
for planning
for planning
for an individual
for an individual
child orchild
where
orthe
where
childthe
has
child
individual
has individual
educational
educational
needs and
needs
theand
teacher
the teacher
is unable
is to
unable
attend
tothe
attend
scheduled
the scheduled
ISP. ISP.
18.What18.What
role does
role
andoes
attorney
an attorney
play in an
play
ISP?
in anItISP?
is becoming
It is becoming
more and
more
more
and
prevalent
more prevalent
that attorneys,
that attorneys,
especially
especially
the Guardian
the Guardian
ad Litemad(GAL)
Litemfor
(GAL)
the child,
for theischild,
present
is for
present
the ISP.
for the
TheISP.
GAL’s
Therole
GAL’s
is torole
be sure
is to that
be sure
the that
issues
thethat
issues that
arekeeping
arekeeping
a child from
a child
being
from
returned
being returned
home are
home
addressed,
are addressed,
to assuretothat
assure
safety
thatofsafety
the child
of the
is addressed,
child is addressed,
to assistto assist
as a team
as member
a team member
in monitoring
in monitoring
the accomplishments
the accomplishments
of the steps,
of thetosteps,
participate
to participate
in the planning,
in the planning,
modification,
modification,
deletiondeletion
or addition
or addition
of steps,of
goals,
steps,etc.,
goals,
to assist
etc., to
inassist
identifying
in identifying
the needs
theofneeds
the child
of the
and
child
to ensure
and tothat
ensure
the that
child’s
the child’s
needs are
needs
being
aremet.
being met.
The roleThe
of the
roleparents’
of the parents’
attorneyattorney
is to protect
is to parental
protect parental
rights. In
rights.
situations
In situations
where criminal
where criminal
chargescharges
are pending
are pending
against against
parents,parents,
the attorney
the attorney
for the parents
for the parents
would see
would
his role
see his
to be
role
sure
to be
thatsure
thethat
casethe
is not
casecompromised.
is not compromised.
The ISPThe
is aISP
DHR
is afunction.
DHR function.
This is This
not aislegal
not ameeting
legal meeting
and is not
and tois be
notused
to beforused
discovery
for discovery
purposes.
purposes.
Some judges
Some in
judges
someincounties
some counties
have adopted
have adopted
the position
the position
in a court
in aorder
courtthat
order
anythat
information
any information
presented
presented
in an ISP
in is
annot
ISPadmissible
is not admissible
in courtinascourt
a part
asofa discovery.
part of discovery.
In any ISP
In any
meeting
ISP meeting
any party,
anyincluding
party, including
an attorney,
an attorney,
who is impeding
who is impeding
the workthe
ofwork
the team
of the
should
team be
should
askedbe asked
to leavetothe
leave
meeting.
the meeting.
However,
However,
the fact the
thatfact
a member
that a member
of the team,
of theincluding
team, including
an attorney,
an attorney,
disagrees
disagrees
with thewith the
decisiondecision
of the team
of the
does
team
notdoes
necessarily
not necessarily
mean that
mean
he that
is “impeding
he is “impeding
the worktheofwork
the team”.
of the team”.
DHR offices
DHR offices
also need
also
to need
be aware
to be of
aware
the Judges’
of the Judges’
view onview
the attorneys
on the attorneys
attending
attending
the meetings.
the meetings.
They may
They
have
may
to,have
in to, in
some counties,
some counties,
ask the ask
Judge
thetoJudge
help to
resolve
help resolve
problems
problems
that maythat
exist.
mayNo
exist.
attorney
No attorney
who is participating
who is participating
in
in
this meeting
this meeting
carries carries
any more
anyweight
more than
weight
another
than another
membermember
of the team
of theand
team
team
andmembers
team members
should not
should
be not be
hindered
hindered
in working
in working
toward toward
suitablesuitable
outcomes
outcomes
for children.
for children.
Unfortunately
Unfortunately
in someinsituations,
some situations,
attorneys
attorneys
are seemingly
are seemingly
in control
in control
of the ISP,
of the
andISP,
thisand
should
this be
should
addressed
be addressed
in the next
in the
rewrite
next rewrite
of ISP policy.
of ISP policy.
19.Can19.Can
the ISPthe
meeting
ISP meeting
be taped?
be taped?
This would
Thisbe
would
conditional
be conditional
on the purpose
on the purpose
of the taping
of theand
taping
upon
and
allupon
parties
all parties
to the ISP
to the
agreeing
ISP agreeing
on the taping.
on the taping.
However,
However,
as a general
as a general
rule, because
rule, because
of the confidentiality
of the confidentiality
issue, taping
issue, taping
would not
would
be allowed.
not be allowed.
The main
Thereason
main that
reason
it might
that ithappen
might happen
is if theisDHR
if theworker
DHR worker
wants towants
be sure
to be
that
sure that
all of the
allpermanency
of the permanency
plan, goals,
plan,and
goals,
steps
andare
steps
included
are included
in the ISP
in the
document.
ISP document.
However,
However,
taping tends
tapingtotends to
create an
create
atmosphere
an atmosphere
of litigation
of litigation
and thisand
meeting
this meeting
is not intended
is not intended
to be used
to be
forused
that for
purpose.
that purpose.
Any taping
Any taping
can onlycan
be only
donebe
if all
done
parties
if all parties
sign thesign
confidentiality
the confidentiality
agreement
agreement
as per ISP
as per
policy.
ISP policy.
20.What20.What
is the purpose
is the purpose
of the ISP?
of thePage
ISP?1 Page
of the1ISP
of the
policy
ISPstates
policythat
states
“The
thatISP,
“The
developed
ISP, developed
in partnership
in partnership
with thewith
childthe
and
child
family
andplanning
family planning
team, isteam,
the actual
is thecase
actual
plan
case
that
plan
is designed
that is designed
to achieve
to achieve
the desired
the desired
case case
outcome.
outcome.
It is intended
It is intended
to develop
to develop
a treatment
a treatment
plan forplan
the child
for the
and
child
his and
family.
his family.
It also serves
It alsoas
serves
an organizer
as an organizer
of case of
activity
case activity
and a tool
andfor
a tool
communicating
for communicating
with thewith
individuals
the individuals
involvedinvolved
with thewith
child(ren)
the child(ren)
and family.
and family.
GAL policy
GAL states
policythat,
states
“The
that,ISP
“The
is the
ISPcase
is the
plan
case
that
plan
results
that from
results
a process
from a process
that includes
that includes
the following
the following
elements:
elements:
engaging
engaging
and joining
and joining
with thewith
family;
the family;
identifying
identifying
strengths,
strengths,
needs and
needs
goals;
andfacilitating
goals; facilitating
a child a child
and family
and planning
family planning
meeting;meeting;
matching
matching
and developing
and developing
servicesservices
and steps;
anddetermining
steps; determining
who willwho
takewill
thetake the
28
28
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lead responsibility
for specific
steps insteps
the plan;
progressprogress
and responding
to new concerns,
and and
lead responsibility
for specific
in thetracking
plan; tracking
and responding
to new concerns,
sustaining
the change.
The plan
becomes
a blueprint
or roadmap
for change.
The plan
formalizes
agree- agreesustaining
the change.
The
plan becomes
a blueprint
or roadmap
for change.
The
plan formalizes
ments among
parents
and members
of the team
about
willwho
be responsible
for doing
of the of the
ments the
among
the parents
and members
of the
teamwho
about
will be responsible
foraspects
doing aspects
plan and
when
willthey
be done.
effective
ISP willISP
organize
hope forhope
a family
a different
future and
plan
andthey
when
will beAn
done.
An effective
will organize
for afor
family
for a different
future and
will provide
the direction
to initiate
and sustain
change.”
This meeting
is not a is
place
“air dirty
laundry”,
will provide
the direction
to initiate
and sustain
change.”
This meeting
not atoplace
to “air
dirty laundry”,
or argueorover
payments,
etc. andetc.
it isand
the itresponsibility
of the facilitator
to be sure
thatsure
thethat
meeting
fulfills fulfills
argue
over payments,
is the responsibility
of the facilitator
to be
the meeting
the purpose
of planning
for positive
outcomes
for the child
family.
the purpose
of planning
for positive
outcomes
for theand
child
and family.
Reference:
Reference:
Individualized
ServiceService
Planning
Policy –Policy
also available
on the AFAPA
website.website.
Individualized
Planning
– also available
on the AFAPA

TIPSTIPS
ON DISCIPLINE
ON DISCIPLINE

By James
ByA.
James
Kenny,
A. PhD
Kenny, PhD -- THAT WORK!
SIX WAYS TO DISCIPLINE
CHILDREN

WebMD
Feature
by Joanne
Barker
, Reviewed
Amita
Shroff,
Parent: Parent:
“Finish “Finish
up your
up
homework.”
your
homework.”
The
child
The
responds
child responds
by mumbling
by by
mumbling
a vague
aassent
vagueMD
but
assent
continues
but continues
to watchto watch
WebMD
Feature
Archive
TV. Parent
TV. responds
Parent responds
with intermittent
with intermittent
encouragement
encouragement
and reminding,
and reminding,
pointingpointing
out howout
homework
how homework
leads toleads to
good grades,
good grades,
and later,
and
a good
later,job.
a good
How
job.
important
How important
homework
homework
is. Childis.continues
Child continues
to procrastinate.
to procrastinate.
The parent’s
The parent’s
voice
gets
voice
louder.
gets
louder.
It’s hard to deny the importance of discipline. “Discipline has to do with civilizing your child so they can
live child
in society,”
says
psychiatrist
Michael
Brody,
MD.
Yet
repeatedly
testresponds
their
parents’
limits.
The
Themay
child
then
may
make
thensome
makesmart-alecky
some
smart-alecky
comment,
comment,
andkids
the and
parent
the responds
parent
angrily:
angrily:
“That’s
“That’s
it. When
To bed
it. itTo bed
right
right
and
now,
you’re
and grounded
you’re grounded
from is
TV
from
and
TV
thefix
and
phone.”
theno
phone.”
comesnow,
to
disciplining
children,
there
no
quick
and
magic bullet.
If
you,
like
many
parents,
have
tried
to
discipline
kids
who don’t want
to listen,
this
article
is or
formisbehavior,
you.
Too many
Tooparents
many parents
use the L-Y-P
use themethod
L-Y-P method
of discipline
of discipline
(Lecture-Yell-Punish).
(Lecture-Yell-Punish).
After
some
After
failure
some
or
failure
misbehavior,
WebMD
asked
parenting
experts
forattips
finding
that nice
balance
between
disciplining
kids
without
parents
parents
begin
bybegin
explaining
by explaining
at length.
length.
Theon
lecture
The changes
lecture
changes
to nagging,
to nagging,
and sometimes
and
sometimes
gives way
gives
to
demanding
way tobeing
demanding
and
shouting
and
shouting
by
the
parent.
by
the
parent.
When
that
When
doesn’t
that
doesn’t
work,
the
work,
parent
the
may
parent
threaten
may
threaten
and
punish.
and
punish.
a drill sergeant or a pushover.
Here areHere
twelve
are tips
twelve
on getting
tips on getting
childrenchildren
to mind.to They
mind.are
They
underscored
are underscored
by two important
by two important
principles:
principles:
DISCIPLINE
TIP
#
1:
REWARD
GOOD
BEHAVIOR
• There• isThere
more is
to more
discipline
to discipline
than punishment.
than punishment.
Other better
Othermethods
better methods
are available
are available
for obtaining
for obtaining
compliance.
compliance.
When punishment is the centerpiece of discipline, parents tend to overlook their children’s best behaviors.
• You will
• You
getwill
more
getofmore
whatever
of whatever
you payyou
attention
pay attention
to. So don’t
to. Sowaste
don’tyour
waste
attention
your attention
on misbehavior.
on misbehavior.
Be
Be
“You’ll get a lot further with positive reinforcement than negative reinforcement,” says Mason Turner, MD,
brief, and
brief,
when
andpossible,
when possible,
ignore bad
ignore
behavior.
bad behavior.
Behavior
Behavior
of any kind,
of anyincluding
kind, including
misbehavior,
misbehavior,
will notwill not
chief continue
of psychiatry
Kaiser
Permanente
Sanmost
Francisco
Medical
Rewarding
deeds targets behavcontinue
longatwithout
long without
attention.
attention.
Save
Save
ofmost
your
of
attention
yourCenter.
attention
for good
forbehavior.
good good
behavior.
iors you want to develop in your child, not things he shouldn’t be doing.
1. TARGET
1. TARGET
good behavior.
good behavior.
IdentifyIdentify
the bad the
behavior
bad behavior
and thenand
focus
thenonfocus
its opposite:
on its opposite:
the completion
the completion
of
of
This doesn’t mean you should give your child a pound of chocolate every time he picks up a paperclip.
chores and
chores
homework,
and homework,
going togoing
bed on
to time,
bed on
notime,
bad language,
no bad language,
the absence
the absence
of disciplinary
of disciplinary
notes from
notes
thefrom the
“There
are grades
of positive reinforcement,” says Turner. “There’s saying ‘good job. I’m really glad you did
teacher.
teacher.
that,’ when your child cleans his room.” And there are times when your child does something extraordinary
2. STAY
2. POSITIvE.
STAY POSITIvE.
RewardReward
successes
successes
rather than
rather
punish
than failures
punish failures
or misbehavior.
or misbehavior.
Research
Research
shows that
shows that
that may warrant a larger reward.
punishing
punishing
is a poor
is way
a poor
to way
motivate.
to motivate.
Why waste
Whyparental
waste parental
time and
time
attention
and attention
on behavior
on behavior
you want
youtowant to
stop? Instead,
stop? Instead,
identifyidentify
a bad behavior
a bad behavior
like fighting,
like fighting,
foul language,
foul language,
or coming
or coming
home late.
home
Then
late.reward
Then reward
Discipline
Tip
2:playing
Be Clear
About
Rules
its opposite:
its #opposite:
playing
cooperatively,
cooperatively,
“happy “happy
mouth,”mouth,”
or coming
or coming
home onhome
time.on time.
If your rules are vague, or discussed only when one has been broken, your child will have a hard time
3. KEEP
3. SCORE
KEEP SCORE
on the calendar
on the calendar
or with or
charts.
with charts.
Charting
Charting
is a good
is away
good
to way
get atonew
get discipline
a new discipline
plan plan
following
them.
“It’s up
tocoaches
the parent
make
what’s
expected
ofrebounds,
theand
child
and
isn’t,”
says foremen
Brody,
started.
started.
Basketball
Basketball
coaches
keeptotrack
keepofclear
track
points
of scored,
points
scored,
rebounds,
assists.
and what
assists.
Factory
Factory
foremen
keep keep
who chairs
the
Media
Committee
of theproduction.
American
ofwell
Child
and
Adolescent
Psychiatry.
Beof
sure
statistics
statistics
on
eachon
worker’s
each worker’s
production.
ParentsAcademy
Parents
do well do
when
they
when
take
they
“official”
take “official”
notice
of
notice
each
success
eachtosuccess
explain
the
rules
of
the
house
when
you
can
speak
clearly
and
your
child
is
not
too
upset
to
listen.
and record
and it.
record it.
James
Sears,
MD,
a pediatrician
in Southern
California,
suggests
discipline
when
it works for
for
4. BE BRIEF
4. BE BRIEF
in responding
in responding
to misbehavior.
to misbehavior.
Lecturing
Lecturing
and
grounding
andpracticing
grounding
are usually
are usually
counter-productive
counter-productive
for
you. For
instance,
when
you
have
30
minutes
to
spare,
interrupt
your
child’s
game
and
tell
her
you
need
help
the simple
the reason
simplethat
reason
theythat
take
they
tootake
long.
tooThe
long.
attention,
The attention,
even though
even negative,
though negative,
is perceived
is perceived
as secondary
as secondary
with something.
sheisahelps,
do
awhy
quick
andgoes
easyonchore
together
and
let the
her
go back
to her
she
gain andgain
is If
often
and
reason
oftengreat,
a why
reason
misbehavior
misbehavior
goes
and on.
on
and
Beston.
to Best
stop
to stop
misbehavior
the misbehavior
asgame.
abruptly
asIfabruptly
as
as
throws
a tantrum,
have
time
to
you
that every once in a while, your child will underpossible
possible
and you
findand
some
find
way
some
to deal
respond
way with
to respond
toit.its“Ifopposite.
to itsdoopposite.
stand
thatIMMEDIATE.
when
says
need
put consequences)
my (or
toysconsequences)
away, to
I need
to
says
Sears.
5. BE
5.
BE Mommy
IMMEDIATE.
For Irewards
Fortorewards
(or
be maximally
to do
be it,”
maximally
effective,
effective,
they need
theyto need
happen
to happen
at
at
once. Parents
once. Parents
could learn
could
from
learn
bigfrom
business
big business
which uses
which
thisuses
concept
this concept
effectively,
effectively,
with its with
immediate
its immediate
sales, sales,
Discipline
Tip
#and
3: Neutralize
Arguments
premiums,
premiums,
discounts.
and discounts.
with
child
wants
to spanking,
argue
submission?
Steer
clear
of effective
no-win
arguments.
6.How
BE do
PHYSICAL.
6. you
BE deal
PHYSICAL.
Weado
not
Wewho
mean
do not
spanking,
mean
but into
rather
but
arather
wholearange
whole
ofrange
effective
of
non-verbal
non-verbal
responses.
responses.
Instead,
“go take
brain
dead,”
advises
Jim provide
Fay,
co-author
of It
Parenting
with
Lovetoand
Logic.
For
instance,
ifyour
your
Words
Words
too
take
longtoo
andlong
provide
and
secondary
secondary
gain.
gain.
may help
It may
to help
imagine
imagine
you
have
you
duct
have
tape
duct
over
tape
over your
child mouth.
says, “This
isn’t
fair,”
say,
“I
know.”
If
your
child
says,
“All
of
my
friends
get
to
have
this,”
say,
mouth.
What can
What
youcan
do?you
Distract
do? Distract
him. Have
him.pre-planned
Have pre-planned
games or
games
activities.
or activities.
Go and Go
get and
her. get
Separate
her. “I
Separate
know.”
Or you
canConfiscate
use theConfiscate
phrase,
“And
what
did car
Iorsay?”
to keys.
enforce rules you have already discussed with
combatants.
combatants.
the cell
the
phone
cell
or
phone
the
keys.
the car
your child. Sometimes the less you say, the more clear your point becomes.
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